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“Edel Immersys products are
designed in collaboration with
health professionals to be safe
and easy to use, maximizing
the benefits for you and/or
your organization. We work

with you in close partnership to
ensure that you choose the

appropriate products for your
needs and objectives.”



Edel Immersys is an enterprise with a 13 year record of commitment and focus on the 
needs of women and hospitals for labor and waterbirth. We have been successful by 

putting women, health professionals and hospitals at the center of all our efforts.

We can provide a full set of documentation to help in your review, including CAD 
icons to place in your detailed plans. Our products are designed to prioritize infection 

prevention and service availability over features. On top of that, Edel Immersys are 
backed by a comprehensive product liability insurance policy that some birth pool 

suppliers have not been able to obtain.

By choosing us you are choosing uptime, safety, responsive support, 
commitment and confidence.

We look forward to helping you with your project.

Call me on (425) 336-3702 or Jacqui Burke on (425) 336-1790.

Adam Maclean
President - Edel Immersys

Our Commitment



Design priorities match those of hospitals:

Safety

Clean design with minimal locations for contamination – no jets

Internal seat/step for safer access and exit

Wide deck at internal seat/step

High availability & low maintenance

Single use plug instead of unreliable cable driven plug

Surface maintenance can be done quickly without specialist equipment

Comfort

Angled wall behind seat for relaxation

Wide deck for sitting on, on entry and exit

Visual appeal

Looks welcoming, professional and fit for purpose – inspiring confidence

Why choose FP3 Birth Pool?



We prioritized safety & service continuity over features. It’s all about “less is more”.



The shaped deck can be used as a grip if required



Single use plug always works and reduces infection risk



Comfortable monitoring with the midwife using the
cutaway section of the rim



Anti-slip surface for the mother to step onto



Our pools are designed and manufactured 
to the highest standards.

Quality

Our inflatable pool and custom-fit, single-use disposable liner 
have been continuously improved as a resilient integrated system, 

in consultation with midwives and mothers, 
since their introduction in 2006.

Support

In addition to the pool’s recognized quality and reliability, 
we offer industry-leading support.

Confidence

The robust design, backed up by our support and liability 
insurance, enables you confidently to choose, recommend or provide 

a Birth Pool in a Box for use in your client’s chosen place of birth.

Why choose Birth Pool in a Box?



The pool exists in two sizes: regular and mini.

You can adjust the height of the pool thanks 
to our unique 3-chamber design.



There are several handles for extra support and control.





The integrated seat is the perfect height for resting after the birth, holding 
the baby’s head above the water as you relax and bond



Simple and cost-effective to install, Birth Pool in a Box is the most practical, dependable
and convenient portable labor and birth pool system available.



Contact Details

jacqui.burke@edelimmersys.com

(425) 336-1790
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